MEDICAL BILL REVIEW
SISCO can help you reduce the turnaround time for medical bill processing and improve the entire cost containment process
through our medical bill review process. We will review medical bills, process payments within jurisdictional mandates, and
check for usual and customary services. Our knowledgeable consultants look for double billing, are trained to identify fraud and
actively negotiate savings when possible.

Benefits of Medical Bill Review
Our bill review solution that provides accuracy and efficiency both in cost and speed. Some of these benefits include:
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Enhanced Bill Review Services

Bill Processing Technology

Each bill will be reviewed by a registered nurse to ensure
accuracy in regards to common errors, including the location of
the facility, coded services and supplies being charged. The RN
will identify mark-ups and discrepancies between the medical
reports received from the provider against the charges on
the bills. A comprehensive review of these areas can help to
contain overall costs.

In addition to our team auditing protocols, our state of the
art bill processing system helps streamline the medical bill
review process by identifying potential errors, flagging
questionable charges, identifying duplicate and bundled
charges, applying DRG and Medicare validation when
applicable, routing bills to the proper fee schedules, and
applying PPO discounts when applicable. Additionally, the
system has been set with parameters to identify all state
jurisdiction rules and regulations.

siscoclaims.com l 888.377.7263
RCM&D Self-Insured Services Company (SISCO) is a trusted partner in claim management, consulting and advisory services for clients that are
self-insured, fully-insured, or utilize captive or high deductible programs. Using proven expertise and technological resources, SISCO helps to
ensure budget certainty, reduce costs and improve the overall efficiency of the claim process.

